Building Information System Based on GIS Seamlessly between Daily Operations and Disaster Operations
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Standardized Information Processing with Address and Location

Spread Sheet

Automated Conversion

Address Information

Address Code

Normalization

Core Database

Resident Registry Database

Property Tax Database

Base Map Data (Point)

Daily Operations

Disaster Response
1. Enterprise GIS
   - Bureaus
   - City of Kitakyushu
   - Bureaus

2. Regional GIS Community
   - Regional Local Government
   - Regional Local Government
   - Regional Local Government

3. G2G
   - Citizen
   - Citizen

4. Gov2.0
   - Citizen
   - Citizen

- Local Private Sector
- Local Research Institute
- Research Institute in Japan
Platform Mush-Uped Regional Information for Gov2.0

"Theme", "Time", "Place"

Results of Retrieval

Category
- Government Information
- Public Sector POI
- Citizen’s Information

Maps by Citizens

Applications for Citizens
Understanding Our Geographical Features
Cartogram

Our Story-map